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Jami Lin

motivational speaker, award-winning author, 
interior designer, feng shui master, and color alchemist

EnRiching Presentations:

about Jami Lin

Click links to WATCH presentation examples
•  Psychological & New Consciousness: 
    Powerful Transformations for Enriched Mind, Body & Spirit
•  Testimonial from LMFT 

Psychological & New Consciousness: 
Powerful Transformations for Enriched Mind, Body and Spirit

Explore the depths of your most valuable asset: the mind. Repattern self-sabotaging behavioral
patterns with the profound influence of color and to transform awareness into unlimited potential. 

ColorAlchemy is a healing process through the daily use of color consciousness. It is so easy
because the endless supply of color surrounds you in every moment. ColorAlchemy triggers
memory and is a catalyst for emotional healing. Color is the supreme balancer because it is pure
energy.

According to Newtonian science and quantum physics, color is the source of all creation, and is
the most powerful resource available to heal brain and body as well as to deepen the spirit. 

ColorAlchemy is a perfect healing tool for Physiologists and Counselors because by just asking a
patient about their favorite and least favorite colors, core issues are immediately reveled. It is
amazing! You'll get insight into which specific colors to use as “medicine” on which to
accelerate emotional healing. 

ColorAlchemy is great for all healers as color quickly reveals physical weaknesses. 

Massage Therapists will know what areas need more attention. Nurses will get insight into
holistic body functioning, and Dietitians will know what color foods to add to diets. And of
course, knowing the color personality of your patients, you'll know that best way to support and
guide them. 

http://www.JamiLIn.com
http://www.ColorAlchemy.com
mailto:j-l@JamiLin.com
http://www.coloralchemy.com/media.php
http://widgetpf.razorstream.com/apps/v.1.0/inc/mailplayer.aspx?hex=6c3e23db-f341-4c04-a045-62a0725cd760&mediaId=18776264&lic=hw&hash=5c74f43679af77ee11ac2393816193c975a12c08 
http://widgetpf.razorstream.com/apps/v.1.0/inc/mailplayer.aspx?hex=6c3e23db-f341-4c04-a045-62a0725cd760&mediaId=18776264&lic=hw&hash=5c74f43679af77ee11ac2393816193c975a12c08 
http://widgetpf.razorstream.com/apps/v.1.0/inc/mailplayer.aspx?hex=6c3e23db-f341-4c04-a045-62a0725cd760&mediaId=18776267&lic=hw&hash=7625dd4dda856640f20e5c9f47762ab167c56af2 
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Apply time-tested techniques that are so simple. Awareness of the 7 rainbow colors and their
life-transforming attributes, convert them into 7 Triumphs: Vitality, Creativity, Power, Love,
Focus, Intuition and Bliss. 

Easily learn to Live ColorAlchemy because it takes less than 2 minutes a day…and the
benefits….

Live ColorAlchemy to consistently turn stress into calm. Live ColorAlchemy each week to
enhance and balance your most important qualities of being human and grow your spirit by
aligning with the colors of the light of The Creator (or the God particle, as quantum scientists
suggest). 

Discover ColorAlchemy secrets to unlock and awaken your greatest potential and develop greater
inner peace and outward joy. In just one short month of Living ColorAlchemy, you'll create
long-term benefits that will be yours forever. 

AOL & CNN articles about Color (highlights for your use - article available upon request) 

•  “Colors act as therapy,” said trend specialist Tom Julian. 
•  “Companies realize that using color is a way to add incentive,” said Marshal Cohen, 
    chief analyst with market research firm NPD Group. 
•  “There's been a sea of sameness, break away from the pack, do something bold and dramatic.” 
•  Chris Webb, lead color designer for General Motors said, 
   “people are willing to spend more on something colorful because it makes them feel better.” 
•  Carla Pihowich, brand manager with Memorex said, 
•  “Color is a way for us to create a selling opportunity appealing to consumers' personal sense of style.” 
•  “Color isn't a short-term fad. It will stay,” said Cohen.

http://www.JamiLIn.com
http://www.ColorAlchemy.com
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Bio: Jami Lin has studied the influence of color on the
mind, personality, and happiness since fallin in love with
finger paint and color when she was three years old. 

Her artistry grew into a Bachelor of Design from the
University of Florida, School of Architecture. Jami has
practiced interior design for more than thirty years and her
special talent for color has become her trademark. 
 
Naturally drawn to Feng Shui in 1990, Jami wrote six
best-selling Feng Shui books (including Feng Shui Today
book and video featured by Book-of-the-Month Club) and
an online home-study certification program (heralded as
“a five-star hidden treasure for the beginner or expert.”)
that integrates her color expertise. 

Her new book, ColorAlchemy and New Consciousness Programs are recognized “advanced thinking
for infinite possibilities” as it “empowers new levels of being for transformational self-growth” to unlock
your greatest potential by mastering the colors of the body, mind, and spirit. 

Favorite: Speaking Events, Recommendations & Magazines/Newspapers and Videos
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